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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

Reiki Reflect  Peoria, AZ 
Founder and Creator of Reiki Reflect  Jan 2020 – Present 

Reiki Reflect is a mindful website where I run a blog and podcast and offer spiritual guidance to anyone in 
need.I specialize in spiritual awakenings and twin flame connections. I help people reach their higher selves 
and their inner oneness. 
Certified reiki master that specializes in twin flame and love connections. I offer guidance to lead you on to 
the correct path to take while helping to eliminate any obstacles that may be standing in your way. All my 
readings will tell you about the past, present, and future while answering all of your questions to ensure by 
the end of our session your confusion has been lifted. I offer readings such as tarot, crystal, and runestone. I 
am a twin flame myself, who has also studied the ins and outs of twins and how to understand them, I can 
provide you with guidance on how to handle any situation with your twin and help you to become in union. 
Bringing happiness and peace to you and your twin, helping you to finally become all that you can be!
I am a 3rd generation aura and energy reader with over 15 years of professional experience. My gift was 
discovered at the age of 5, I was able to feel people's energies and their aura. as I have gotten older my 
mother was able to guide me on how to understand what I was feeling and also how to interpret what I'm 
feeling to others. I have mastered the art of tarot, my favorite tarot deck is the typical rider deck, but I also 
work with many angles and fairy decks too. Palmistry was the first divination technique I learned in my 
studies. and along the way, I picked up crystal and tea leaf readings. being that I am a certified reiki maters 
this allows me to become very in-tune with people's energies and what's to come their way. I can provide 
insight that will shed you some light on any situation.
I offer a variety of spiritual therapy methods to help you on your spiritual journey. We help promote 
spiritual awareness, allowing the mind to become more conscious of your surroundings. Opening the mind, 
body & soul, becoming spiritually awakened, will help you to understand your emotions and energies 
allowing you to overcome obstacles and achieve your goals!

 
EDUCATION 
 

WOODSIDE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL  San Francisco, CA
Completed coursework towards High School Diploma (Aug 2014)
 
ADDITIONAL SKILLS 
 

Chakra Balancer 
Reiki Healer
Tarot Reader
Palm Reader
Crystal Energy Reader
Aura Reader
Twin Flame Specialist 
Computer Programmer(Web/App Developer) 
Mac Book User

 
CREDENTIALS AND LICENSES 
 

Certified Reiki Master
Certified Astrologer 
Certified Hypnotherapist 
Certified Web and App Developer 
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